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ACTIVITY 26

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

Across

hazardous | championship | kindergarten | authority | eventually | knowledge | incorporate | interruption
saxophone | bacterium | quarrel | picturesque | ignorance | interrogation | improvise | patriotic | insistence
opposition | versatile | impressive

Down
1. Risky; dangerous
3. To stop something from happening for a short

period of time
4.  A very small and simple organism 
5. Able to be used for many purposes
6. To include something as part of something larger
7. A nursery school
9. Admired or respected because of special skills or 

 abilities
10. A competition to find the best 

player or team in a sport or game
11. After an unspecified period of time or an 

especially long delay
12. When you say firmly that something is true
14. Facts, information and skills acquired through

experience or education
16. An angry disagreement between

two or more people or groups

2. Showing love for your country
6. Lack of knowledge or information
8.  The power to tell people what they 

must do
13. A large number or wide range of 

something
15. (Of a place) attractive in appearance, 

especially in an old-fashioned way
17. The team or person being played against
18. To invent or make something when it is

needed without already having planned it
19. A metal musical instrument that is 

played  by blowing into it
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deployment

tuberculosis

adulation 

illegible 

hilarious

aqueduct 

advertisement 

nepotism

adequate

amalgamation

Antarctic 

adenoids

relinquish

bulletin 

rejuvenation

perseverance

pesticide rhythm appendicitis imminent

Find the hidden spelling words, circle them and write them under the 
corresponding words in the boxes at the bottom of the page. They 
are written from left to right, top to bottom, bottom to top 
AND diagonally.

ACTIVITY 30
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Complete the crossword puzzle using the words at the bottom of 
the page. 
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Puzzles 28 and 30- Pages 57 and 59 
Text edited as of 13 March 
 
PUZZLE #28 
 
Across           Down 

4. A metal musical instrument  
6. When you say firmly that something is true 
8. Showing love for your country and being proud of it 
9. The team or person being played against 
10. (of a place) Attractive in an old- fashioned way 
11. Facts, information, and skills acquired through  
       experience or education 
13. A competition to find the best player or team in  
      a sport or game 
15. An angry disagreement  
16. Able to be used for many different purposes 
17. Employed to write by hand on behalf of others 
18. Risky; dangerous 
19. To include something as part of something larger 
20. To control something using the hands 
 

1. To invent or make something when it is needed  
     without already having planned it 
2. The power or right to give orders and enforce  
     obedience 
3. great beauty that attracts admiration and attention 
5. To stop something from happening for a short period 
7. Admired or respected because for special skills 
     or abilities  
12. A nursery school 
14. A very small and simple organism  

 

hazardous | interruption | improvise | championship | saxophone | patriotic | kindergarten | bacterium | insistence    
 authority | quarrel | opposition | splendour | picturesque | versatile  

knowledge | penman | impressive  | incorporate | manipulate 

 

PUZZLE #30 
 
Across           Down 

5.   An opinion formed without enough knowledge 
7.   To make into a creamy or slightly oily liquid 
10. Describing something, especially in detail 
14. A pictogram 
15. A very large Australian bird that makes a strange  
       sound like a person laughing 
16. A preserve made from citrus fruit 
17. Of, resembling, or containing yeast 
18. A transparent glass or plastic object that  
       separates white light 
19. Easily set on fire  

1. No clear purpose or direction 
2. Stupid or unreasonable and deserving to be laughed at 
3. A flat shape with six straight sides and angles 
4. Using exactly the same words as were used originally 
5. Connected with photographs or photography 
6. A television commercial presented in the form of a  
     short documentary 
8. Someone with unreasonable   
9. Pleasing 
11. A group of people that discuss or decide something 
12. To interest someone a lot 
13. Repeated short high-pitched sounds by a small bird 
        

 
kookaburra | marmalade  | descriptive  | fascinate | hexagon | prism  | photographic | infomercial 

ridiculous | committee | preconceived | flammable  | extremist | meander | pleasurable  | verbatim | pictograph  
yeasty | chirrup | emulsify 
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